CAMP OUTDOOR SKILLS AREA INSTRUCTOR

General: Assist the COSA Director in conducting and maintaining a Scoutcraft area and its program.

Responsible to: COSA Director

Specifics:

1. Offer advanced instruction in outdoor living skills.
2. Assist the COSA Director in maintaining and improving the Scoutcraft Area.
3. Assist the COSA Director in conducting the COSA program: camp-wide competition, campfires, cooking demo, pioneering projects.
4. Insure safety in the Scoutcraft Area at all times. Make sure that safety rules and guidelines are followed at all times. Bring safety problems and concerns to the attention of the COSA Director immediately.
5. Serve as a merit badge counselor of COSA merit badges.
6. Conduct safe outposts for merit badges.
7. Serve as a C.I.T. Mentor.
8. Other duties as assigned by the Camp Director and/or COSA Director.